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" Tell the truth and don :t be afraid"

AB .approves·.bylaw addition .
to Provide funding to RSOs ·.
SY ROB STROUD
and MINDY BUYCK

The Apportionmen t Board
pa:iocd 'an addition to
their b) Ia''" that ''oulu proviuc
lunuing fur ·.tcti\ i t t~.'
and
pr,lgr~un~ :-ptHh\lr~d h~ rccog·
n11<.:U 'tuJent mganinttinrh.
AB tce hair Jean•~· R1epl..a
.... ud 11 the aliJitlllJI 1' apprll\CU h~
the Studl.'nt Se1i.ttc it "1ll I! I' c
R. ()... .the opp<)nunity ·w hT1~g a
" idcr ' :tnl.'t) llf acti\ itu.:" to thl'
un i' ef"it) .
The h)i:m change \\ill he llll
tht• 'cnnh.:-.; ugcnda tomght. hut it
·an no t be apfHO cd until nl.':\t
wee!...
\londa~

The b law :llidi tion tate' that
0 intere:.tcd in funding for
ib activitie mu t attend a hudget
-.cmimtr during the . l!cond wed
of. eptemner.
To be cligihk fl)r fumlin.g
through the AB. the acll\ II) or
program .mu~t tal..e place ''"
cumpu' and prO\ illc cn!l!rtanuncnt and/or cultural cnh<mccmcnt to a ..... igmficant" ponion or
ihc Ulli\Cr'rT) ·, Cllllllllllllit~ .
The h) Ia'' "Ill crc<liC a nc"
account Jll't for fun ll ing R. 0
program... . \l ure than one
organt/aCion can 'pon... or a :-in!!k
activit~ or program and all profit,
from the :Jcti' II) "!II go into the
n:,ervc account.
The money fo r the nc\\ account
an) R

'

\\ill he tal..en out or the acti ity
fee mone). '' hi h c urrently i.
di,idell hct\\~en the !>cnatc. the
Dl\ i,ion of Sport
and
Rt•ereaiHlll . niH•rsit) ~oard.
ramallc Performance., :uid the

13.
Durin g the . ccnnd ''e.:!.. of
0Lt o her . .111~ RSO ~cel..1ng
tunJing mu'-1 'uhmit a \\llllen
appl1c.1t1on The .tppll t:<ILion
'lmuld Ul.',cnht• rf1e pwgram ami
act I\ it~ .mu c\pl.un 11~ hcncfib
and C<l,h.The B would then form a
'uhco.mtnillcl.! con..,il>ting of three
' '<ltlnl! AB mcmhcr~. headed by
the AB vice chair. to re' icw the
app l ica t ion~ . The •\ B will then
t•e BYLAW page 2

More than 100 students may need
to find alternative college fu.nding
BY ROB Sl'ROUD
Staff writer
The pos. ible elimination or the state'. legi. lati ve
!>Cho4ars hi ps may fo rce more th an I 00 Easte rn
:-tudcnts to fi nd other meam. to fund their college
education.
John Flynn. director of fi nancia l aid . . aid the
~ta t e' legi lati vc sc ho l a~h ip:. one type of a tuition
,., ai,er from the tate. might not be a ailable for
muc h lo nge r becau:-e ll linoi Ho u. e Spea ker
Michad Madigan Thursday called fo r an end to the
state'.; legislati ve cholarshi p program.
A se ries of articles written by the As oc iated
• Pres. and the Champaig n Nell's Gazerre last year
revealed that many state legislators were giving the

waiver to family. friends and political allies.
Thi ~ caused the tate legislature to require the
na mes of th e . tude nt. who receive the . e
scholarship. to be made public.
" It ha ca u ed e no ug h flac k th a t they " il l
probabl y do away with the progmm." Flynn said.
T he "tate hn a llowed legi. Ia tor' to give out
c holarshi p to stude nts from their dis tric t :.ince
1907.
Flynn said more than 100 Ea tern tudenb are
receiving legislative . cho l ar:-hip~ this year.
"The ' II e ith er app ly to receive additio na l
fi nancial aid or do without a tui tion waiver." Flynn
aid.
Although the cost of going to college has tripled
See FUNDING page 2

SARAH WONG!Associate photo edttor

Waterworld
Sam Martin. a building . en·ice ll'orker. 11. es a ll'erldry racuum to pick
up water from melting ice in the hallll'ay outside Lam: Gym Tuesdav

.

afiemoon .

Professors react to Edgar
si_gning voting legislation

Small talk
Stbdem s gather at the Delta Sigma Phi house Tuesday night fo r f rate rnity n1sh. The fra ternity
welcome d about 20 inte~s ed students.

Ea. tern profes or aid the thought parti an politic: . not a concern for
improving the election proces . moti vated Go . Jim Edgar to :.ign lcgi ·Jation to
end single vote, straight party balloting in .Il linois.
Edgar :igned the lcgi lation Friday. whi h will eliminate . traigh t party Ling
from non-parti. an. primary and con olidated general election ballot:.. Current! .
30 tate already have put an end to the . ingle vote. -;traight pan. balloLo;.
Political . cicncc profc or Richard Wandling said he th ught Edgar approved
the legi~lation in respon e • t.raight ticket oting in Cook Count) . '"hich lead to
Republican!. lo')ing . eat. in the Hou ·e of Rcpre. cntative .
"What concern. me i that it ' a. purely m th ated paniloan rea~;on .- . and not
in the spirit of governance." Wandling . aid.
·
" It' minor hara:.sment and revenge again. t thc emocrat. ... -;a1d Andre"
Me itt. chair of ~he polit1cal ~<:ience department. ~~)'\~itt aiJ the legi!>lation
would not ha c a great effect on t)Je make up of the :-.yne,legil>laturc.
Melinda Mueller. political 'cicnce profe. or. aid the leg1·Jation ma) make
voters rnukc more educated otc~
The profc•. o all aid the lcgi Iali n ' ould hurt vottng f< r ... rnallcr clecti n
races bccau e pc pie are more likely to vote· for more high prolil' election. uch
as go emor and senatorial race than for locai ra e ..
Though the legi lation ma have been leveled at DemocraLS. the after !Te t.
of the bill may al o affect the Republican Party.
Wandling aid DuPage County ha. voted traight ticket Republican in the

Set EDGAR page 2

Gingrich to pay high price for ethical misconduct
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a
day of dishonor for Newt
Gingrich, the House voted for the
first time in history to discipline
its speaker for ethical misconduct.
After months of prutisan strife, the
vote was a lopsided 395-28 to reprimand Gingrich and impose a
$300,000 penalty.
"The penalty is tough and
unprecedented," ethics committee
Chairwoman Nancy Johnson, RConn., said at the start of a 90minute debate. Republicans and
Democrats agreed that Gingrich
had done wrong - indeed he had

BY LAW

admitted it - but they clashed over
the gravity of his misbehavior.
The pattisanship that permeated
the two-year investigation was
undiminished Tuesday despite the
overwhelming vote. At one point,
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
questioned whether Gingrich was
"ethically fit" to continue as
speaker.
However, most of the 435 seats
on the floor - and most in the visitors' gallery - were empty.
Gingrich was attending meetings in his office and did not
watch the debate, said his

spokeswoman, Lauren Maddox.
When admitting his guilt Dec. 21 ,
Gingrich acknowledged in a written statement that he "brought
down on the people's house a controversy which could weaken the
faith people have in their government." After two years of denials,
Gingrich confessed to committee
findings that he failed to "seek
and follow" legal advice that
would have warned him not to use
tax-exempt projects to further partisan goals.
He also agreed that he should
have known statements submitted

under his name - denying his
political organization's connection
to the tax-exempt activities - were
"inaccurate, incomplete and unreliable." There were 196 Republicans, 198 Democrats and 1 independent who supported the penalty. Twenty-six Republicans and
two Democrats were opposed and
five members merely voted "present." Still unannounced is how
Gingrich will pay the $300,000.
Some Republicans said he would
risk further political uproar if he
used campaign money or established a legal defense fund rather

than using his own money.
A vote to reprimand a member
is reserved for "serious violations" of the rules. The financial
penalty, never before imposed,
was to reimburse the ethics panel
for costs associated with expanding the investigation after
Gingrich submitted his misleading
statements.
Gingrich's lawyer, J. Randolph
Evans, and ethics committee special counsel James M. Cole
watched from members' seats as
Mrs. Johnson told the House, ''No
one is above the rules."

from page one

determine which groups will
give presentations on why they
need the funds.
The AB will review the budgets according to AB policies
and guidelines. The AB guidelines specify only activities that
will improve the quality of student life, that are needed programs on campus, is within the
mission of the organization
requesting the funds, if AB can
afford to expand a program and
that will benefit many people.
The bylaw also states meeting
funding criteria does not guarantee funding by the AB.
AB Chair Lance Phillips said
the new reserve would reduce
the amount of money available
to the existing fee-funded
boards.
Phillips also said he believes
this is justified because this gives
RSOs the chance to do their own

creative programs and will widen
what is available to students.
AB member Mike Callice said
the new bylaw contradicts with
an old bylaw, which stated the
funding for new activities cannot
detract from continuing programs or activities.
"Even if you just add a dollar,
it is going to detract from something," Callice said.
After two roll call votes, the
AB struck the old bylaw from its
records.
Rzepka said eliminating the
old bylaw would be a temporary
solution until all the bylaws are
rewritten later this semester.
The AB also went into executive session, where Phillips told
the AB members they could
expect resistance to the bylaw
from some senate members and
asked the members to show suppott for the change.

EDGARfrompageone
past, which may lead to the party losing the county as a result of the
elimination of straight ticket voting.
Wandling said he thinks the decision to end single vote straight
ticket voting will not affect the Democratic campaign in the next election. He said election campaigns are fluid and change all the time.
Both Mueller and McNitt said people will see more split ticket voting as a result of the legislation.
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Plastered

Susanne Seiler, a senior art major, makes plaster molds Tuesday evening in the Sculpture Studio.

NGfrompageone

in the past 15 years, colleges and the state
can provide students with a way to cut some
of these costs.
Flynn said Eastern offers several other
kinds of tuition waivers for students.
One type is the Talented Student Award,
Flynn said. These tuition waivers are based
on the performance of students in their classes, athletics or music, Flynn said.
Flynn said each department awards these
waivers, which can be used for a semester or
a full year depending on the department.
He said Eastern has issued 243 Talented

Student Awards this fmancial year and these
tuition waivers total over $498,000.
The university also issues Disadvantaged
Student Awards, which are for students who
are physically handicapped or who have
learning disabilities, Flynn said. He did not
have the exact figure for the amount of these
waivers.
Students can apply for both tuition
waivers before or after they start at Eastern,
or they can be obtained from the state, Flynn
said.
The largest source of state tuition waivers

is the Illinois Student Assistant Commission.
"They administer eight or 10 different
scholarship programs (a year)," Flynn said.
He said the state also offers scholarships
for the children of Eastem staff members,
senior citizens and members of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps.
Flynn said ending the legislative scholarship program would not directly affect the
fmancial aid program at Eastern.
Along with possibly ending the tuition
waivers, Madigan said he is also proposing a
state income tax credit of up to $500 for par-
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ents or students with an income under
$100,000.
He also called for a tuition tax exemption
for money set aside for college expenses.
This program will cost the state more than
$230 million a year. According to an
Associate Press release from Springfield on
Thursday, Madigan said a small portion of
this cost will come from the elimination of
$4.5 million in legislative scholarships. The
rest will be made up through Illinois' revenue growth, which is expected to increase
by about $700 million this year.

Leagues start Jan. 27th!!
(rmming through the spring semester)
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All-day conference to stress
diversity, harmony at Eastern
By ROBERTA REWERS
and DEANA POOLE
Staff writers

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor

Tickling the ivories
Ron Dulin, a senior philosophy major and music minor, composes a
piece in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Tuesday afternoon for his jazz combo.

An ali-day diversity conference
will be held Thursday as a result of
the large number of students interested in increasing education and
awareness of diversity at Eastern.
Students, faculty and community members can learn ways to
improve relations on campus and
in the community by attending the
second annual " Opening Doors:
Diversity at Eastern" conference
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
" The Office of Civil Rights ,
Affirmative Action and Diversity
coordinated the Unity Rally and
1000 students showing up gave a
message of something more wanting to be done ," said Patty
Rodriguez, student assistant at the
Office of Civil Rights. The Office
of Civil Rights , Affirmative
Action and Diversity will present
the conference.
Several workshops aimed to
improve racial harmony, student
perceptions of racial issues at
Eastern and the university 's future
goals will be held throughout the
day so more students can attend.
Annette Samuels, associate professor of journalism, said students,

faculty and staff should attend the
conference.
" Issues discussed throughout
the day have an effect and impact
on all of us on the campus," she
said.
Registration begins at 8 a.m.
and President David Jorns will
give opening remarks at 8:45 a.m.
in the Union.
The first workshop, "Five Steps
in Developing Equity in Programs
and Courses," begins at 9 a.m. in
the Charleston/ Mattoon room of
the Union.
J.Q. Adams, associate professor
in the Educational Foundations
deprutment and the acting director
of the African American Students
Program at Western Illinois
University, will present the workshop.
A " Sexual Harassment and
Gender Discrimination" workshop
will focus on what to do in cases
of sexual harassment and gender
discrimination and the effect it has
on students.
The workshop begins at 9 a.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola room of the
Union and pre-registration is
required.
A luncheon, which attracted
more than 100 people last year,
will be held at 11 :30 a.m. in the
Grand Ballroom ofthe Union. Preregistration is required to attend.

Following the luncheon, Adams
will give the keynote speech titled,
"Diversity, the Challenge for the
Future, Working Together," at
12:15 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
The workshop titled, " Improving Campus Climate for Students:
Skills for Reducing Conflict," will
allow students to express their
opinions about Eastern and find
productive methods of improvement.
The workshop will be held at I
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"(The purpose is to) tty to help
students get some insight on ways
to help resolve conflict more effectively," said Jeanne Simpson ,
assistant vice president of academic affairs.
Simpson and William Weber,
economics professor, will facilitate
the discussion.
Samuels will lead the conference 's final workshop of the day
by discussing the differences in
culture, sexual preference, age,
language, religion and physical
ability.
"Valuing Diversity: Appreciating Our Differences," will be
held at 3: 15 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Union.
The conference concludes with
evaluations of the workshops.

Forum planned to inform instructors of technology fees
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer
A faculty fmum is being planned to examine computer purchasing policies and better
involve instructors in technology planning
within individual departments.
The forum concept arose from faculty
complaints over computer service repair and
purchasing efficiency and misconceptions
regarding how the $80 per-semester fee to
deprutments for that service is being applied,
said Faculty Senate Vice Chairn1an James
Tidwell at Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
"We need to determine what roles the
departments and administration play in

' ' We need to determine what
roles the departments and
administration play in approving
and purchasing computers."
-John Best,
Faculty Senate member
approving and purchasing computers," said
senate member John Best.
Senate members also questioned faculty
involvement, stressing the importance of
instructor input when buying new computers
and programs.

"There have been concerns over planning
and who is in charge (of computer purchasing
decisions)," Tidwell said. " The individual
faculty should choose, not those in Old Main,
which is how it is happening now, and that is
not the way it should be- it is a bridge in academic freedom."
Tidwell went on to encourage a more faculty proactive approach to computer planning
even if many instructors are unaware or uninterested in ever-changing technology
advances.
"Computer Services is operating without
much faculty input," he said. "One problem is
that there are not many computer-experienced
faculty who can be proactive in decisions."
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348-8055

u
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Gyros • Seafood
Hot & Cold Subs
Super Burgers
(never frozen)

Wings • Fresh Salads

Party Orders
10% Discount

Small Cheesesticks $3.99

R

The senate plans to advertise the forum
several weeks before the forum is to be held
so questions and concerns can be mailed in if
that person can not attend.
A small panel of people well versed in
computer technology will answer questions at
the fonun, which, the senate concluded, will
focus mainly on computer purchase planning
and policy.
The senate will likely announce the expert
panel and date of the forum at next Tuesday's
meeting. No speculation was made at the
meeting regarding a specific date or month of
the faculty forum , which has unofficially
been entitled Faculty Forum on University
Technology - Policy and Planning.

RUSH SIGMA CHI
The Men of Sigma Chi
cordially invite you to enjoy

DELTA SIGMA PHI
Wednesday, January 22
-Pizza NightFor rides or info call 6528 or 6503

1001

GREEK

COURT

All-You-Can-Eat PAPA JOHN's
at our House in Greek Court

TONIGHT!!
FoR MORE INFORMATION, CALL RYAN AT
OR MATT AT

Athletics
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581-6812
581-6883

Social

BROTHERHOOD
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Community should
take part in diversity
seminars, workshops
A diversified campus is the most important
tool to provide an effective education.
A marketplace of ideas, cultures, visions
and history make any environment a learning
laboratory for those who have open minds and
are willing to listen to new perspectives.
Eastern students in the past have struggled
with keeping open minds to different cultures
and ideas.
Each year, whether
through seminars, rallies or conferences, a
few students have made an attempt to educate
their peers about different cultures and why
diversity is an important characteristic.
The same noble attempt will take place
Thursday.
The Eastern community can learn ways to
improve relations on campus and in Charleston
by attending the second annual diversity conference.
"Opening Doors: Diversity at Eastern" will
be held from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Opening remarks will be made at 8:45 a.m. by
President David Jorns in the University Union.
The day-long conference will consist of several workshops that will help to improve racial
harmony, students' perception at Eastern and
the university's goals for the future.
Organizers have spread the seminars out
throughout the day so everyone may have a
chance to attend. In other words, the conference is user-friendly, and all students need to
take the opportunity to participate.
Workshops addressing equality in programs
and courses, sexual harassment, gender discrimination and the challenge of diversity for
the future will be a few topics students can
learn about during the conference.
The seminars can help bring Eastern closer
together, as well as build better relationships
and understanding with people of different cultures.
Eastern needs to be a diverse university.
But for that to happen, students need to take
the initiative and participate in Thursday's
conference that could steer Eastern into a more
positive direction.
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One can acquire everything in
solitude - except character.
-Henri Bey/e
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So this is how the world will
end- not with a bang or a whimper, but with the dry, choking
sound of the gears of American
brains grinding to a halt.
I had occasion this weekend to
watch a little MTV "news" (I was,
of course, tied down in front of the
television with my eyes propped TRAVIS MCDADE
open by toothpicks). Within the Regular columnist
span of three minutes time I was
treated to the lead of Marilyn
Manson who, I'm fairly certain,
was never taught the finer points of hygiene, let alone a
nuanced command of the English language, spilling his guts
on how discipline (and, inevitably, Christianity) made him
the warped creature sitting before us, followed by the reigning king of the loons, Peny Fan·ell, waxing philosophic on
how it used to be "about the music." This three minute dip
into dementia, sponsored by the channel whose full time job
is to make such diseases trendy was, of course, bracketed by
the barely clever, sometimes incomprehensible and always
annoying Kurt Loder. He served to, you know, bring synthesis to the whole thing. Now, as both "artists" were amply
covered with what can only be described as creative makeup (Manson's face was mime white with black about the
lips and eyes while Farrell chose a more subtle polka-dotting of his upper face and forehead) the poignancy of their
words was lost in the theatrics, and J am a poorer person for
it. Alice Cooper and Nick Rhodes notwithstanding, I guess
I'm still a little thrown off by guys in make- up.
A scant three channels (and, it seems, three million intellectual miles) later I found the non-partisan refuge of CSpan. This Brian Lamb fed channel, which is found usually in the rarely visited upper regions of any cable system,
has long been a refuge for the politically nerdy and overinformed but has recently touched the sweet, wet mainstream
as the only channel to air the Don Imus affair. On this particular morning, as I sat next to my companion, Kate, the
channel graced us with a gray-haired gentleman who
appeared to be ready to answer a bunch of high schoolers'
questions. As Representative Newt Gingrich (R-Ga) was
neither wearing make-up nor clad in a frock, Kate wondered
(out loud) why he warranted a television appearance. He
was up on stage alright, but he wasn't singing or dancing or
copulating or ttying to date 50 single girls (although, when
President Clinton came on later, the same claim could not

Biologist looks down
on animal dissection
in U.S. biology classes
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- Travis McDade is a regular bi-monthly columnist for The
Daily Eastern News and a graduate student ofhistory.

involved. Investigations into the dissection trade have documented, among
other abuses, cats being drowned tent at
a time in burlap sacks or prodded roughly into crowded gas chambers, rats
embalmed with formaldehyde while still
living, dozens of live frogs piled into
sacks for days or weeks without food
and sickly turtles kept in filthy, overcrowded holding tanks. These sorts of
conditions appear to be quite commonplace, and though they are inexcusable
and sometimes illegal, they are perhaps
not surprising in a business where the
"merchandise" is going to end up dead
anyway.
Then there are human social concerns.
A principal goal of life education is to
teach respect for life. Dissection is an
intrinsically violent exercise; it involves
killing, preserving, cutting apatt, then
discarding an animal. However wellintentioned an insttuctor's desire to teach
respect for animals, the typical dissection
exercise will tend to undermine it by
devaluing the lives of other creatures to
the level of expendable objects ...
Abundant resources are available for
learning anatomy, physiology, genetics,

Editors note: Excerpts were taken
from an opinion editorial written by
Jonathan Balcombe, a biologist and
the associate director for Education,
Animal Research Issues with The
Humane Society of the United States.
Approximately seven million vertebrate animals are killed each year for dissection in U.S. biology classrooms. To
illustrate the magnitude of this many animals, consider that if you lined them all
up end to end, they would stt·etch more
than twice the length of California.
And for what purpose? What gains are
made when students cut open and
explore the insides of frogs and cats and
fetal pigs and dogfish sharks? The
Humane Society of the United States
(HSUS) believes that whatever benefits
might arise from dissections, they are far
outweighed by the associated costs.
Allow me to explain.
First, there is the animal suffering

heard.

.. -· ·- - -·--·' .-·-·-

- - - - - - - - have been made), so what gives?
"Just after Newt Well , Newt started answering
these kids ' surprisingly heady
mentioned the
questions, and Kate started getting
death oifBill
antsy for Kurt Loder to come on
the screen and tell her what to
Cosby's son ...
think about it all when a seminal
Kate actually
moment in our relationship
asked me
occurred. Just after Newt menThea was really tioned the death of Bill Cosby 's
son while answering a question
dead "
about crime in America, Kate
actually asked me if Theo was
really dead.
Later that day, still dumbfounded, I read that Georgetown
University (like other schools) was lifting the Shakespeare
requirement for its English majors. Somehow, amongst the
frightening stories of 6-year-old girls in beauty pageants and
the Oakland Public Schools debacle , the news from
Georgetown was what stuck with me. Are we really at the
point where we can begin dropping requirements? Can Kate
afford less education? Perhaps Hamlet won 't help anyone
get a job in the 21st Centuty, but when has that ever been
the point (and when did anyone start expecting English
majors to get jobs)? What seems to be at risk here is not the
body of work of a man (or men) long dead, nor the employability of a generation of college graduates. What seems at
risk is a generation who, short on attention span and long on
"Brady Bunch" trivia, is no longer forced by its elders to
learn and no longer compelled by personal curiosity to discover. With bachelor's degrees merely another increasingly
meaningless hoop for us to jump through and more
adrenaline our only goal, who's going to save us? Eddie
Vedder? Jason Anselrnent? I dunno (shoulder shrug).
Now you one-step-ahead-of-the-garners who realize that
members of all generations, at one time or another, get so
disgusted with their apathetic peers that they take pen to
paper in protest in order to create a groundswell of support
(inevitably for some pointless social activism), please realize that is not what this is. One great thing about this generation is both its ability and willingness to publicly rant when
given a forum. It's cathartic. It's our civic responsibility Gust
ask Douglas Copeland) . Now I've got to go see what
Jenny's wearing on "Singled Out."

5

at

toxicology and other animal -related
fields that do not require animals to suffer and/or die. These include films, computer simulations, models, books or a trip
to the local veterinaty clinic. To anyone
who simply cannot bear the thought of
dispensing with hands-on contact with a
preserved animal, human cadavers offer
the full-scale experience with the associated ethical problems (people are not
killed for the purpose of dissection, and
the patient voluntarily donates his/her
body) ...
With all the suffering in the world,
should we really be adding to it in our
education programs? Is dissection necessary when other learning methods have
been shown repeatedly to effectively
replace it? Is there any justification for
animal dissection when it has so many
counts - animal suffering, violation of
students' sensibilities, mediocre educational merit and environmental disruption - against it? We think not.

Jonathan Balcombe
associate director for Education,
Animal Research Issues with
HSUS

cutss@ux a.ecn . bgu.edu

Loan ordinance placed on file
By BRITT CARSON
City editor

The Charleston City Council voted to place an
ordinance on file for public inspection regarding a
Tax Interest Finance loan for $100,000 to Richard
Sanderfer.
Part of the money requested is for the purchase
of the building which was the Little Mexico restaurant located on 514 Seventh St. The rest of the
money requested is for the remodeling of the
building. Sanderfer had said he is planning on
turning the building into an antique mall.
The commissioners discussed the amount of the
loan because TIF loans usually are for around
$6,000 or below. City attorney Brian Bower said
the ordinance needs to define the type of security
or collateral Sanderfer is planning to use for the
loan.
Sanderfer planned on using the building as collateral for the loan and using the city as a first
mortgage. The loan is for $100,000, at an interest
rate of 3.5 percent for five years. Bower suggested
the council get the building appraised before voting on the ordinance.
"I suggest we wait until the building is appraised
and then formulate policy on what is intended to

be the security for this loan," Bower said.
The ordinance was an addition to the agenda and
many of the commissioners wanted more time to
think about the ordinance before approval and
were concerned about how to insure the funds
would be used appropriately.
"I have not seen a TIF loan this substantial in a
while," Commissioner Greg Stewart said. "How
are we able to police the use of these funds?"
The council voted to place the ordinance on file
for public inspection until the building is appraised
and unti l what will be used as security is defined.
The council also approved a bid for a grit chamber for the waste water treatment plant for
$624 ,000. The bid was from Wortman-Starwalt
and suggested two things be added to the grit
chamber.
The first addition is a stainless steel chain drive
that will be used in filtering large objects from
waste water. The second suggestion is for the grit
chamber to be explosion proof.
Commissioner Gene Scholes said methane gas,
along with other gases, build up and under certain
circumstances there is a potential for an explosion.
Scholes said ensuring that the grit chamber is
explosion proof is a precaution that should be
taken to make sure the building is safe.

Senate shows support for RSOs
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor

The Student Senate will discuss a new Apportionment Board
bylaw that would provide funding for recognized student organizations activities and programs.
The senate also will vote to
approve striking an AB bylaw
that is in contradiction with the
bylaw addition.
Senate Speaker Erin Weed said
the senate also will approve a letter drafted by senate member
Jennifer Daulby stating the sen-

ate's support for RSO funding.
Weed said the letter states that
RSOs can apply to the senate for
funding for special programming.
"We feel it is really important
because it's something that will
benefit the whole university,"
Weed said.
Daulby said if the letter is
approved the senate plans to publish it in The Daily Eastern
News.
Daulby said the plan is not to
fund the RSOs themselves but
fund the events the RSOs sponsor because all students benefit

from the events.
The senate will vote on a resolution showing senate 's support
of AIDS Awareness Week.
Weed also said the senate will
hear a presentation about the possible installation of laser jet
printers in Lumpkin Hall. She
said the printers would require
students to pay 10 cents.
Dave Henard, associate vice
president of information technology services , and Theodore
Ivarie, dean of Lumpkin College
of Business Applied Sciences ,
will give the presentation.
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Please don't hesitate to call if you have any questions or need a ride to the
shelter. 348-8222 or 348-0473
All events will take place at the Delt Shelter 1707 9th St.
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CAA to consider adding two
courses to history department
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs Tuesday will
consider adding two courses, which currently are
offered as senior seminars, to the history department.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The two courses, HST 4500 - Historiography of the
European Witch Hunts and HST 4600 - The
Holocaust, both currently senior seminars.
Anita Shelton, chair of the history department, said
the proposed change would keep the classes as senior
seminars and add slightly different versions of them
that would be geared toward histmy majors to the history department.
"It's not changing anything from senior seminars to
non-senior seminars," Shelton said. Joy Kammerling,
assistant professor of history, also will be offering a
different version of the course for history majors,
Shelton said.
CAA Chair Doug Bock initially said he believed
the history department would drop the courses as
senior seminars, so Kammerling, who proposed the
changes, did not have a course overload. However,
Shelton said she or other history professors could
teach the new classes.

Bock said CAA members also will hear a report
from the General Education Assessment Committee
on new criteria for course additions to the integrated
core. The report will discuss the third draft of the subcommittee's proposal.
Last semester, the CAA discussed ways to limit the
number of classes that compose Eastern's integrated
core curriculum. The subcommittee came up with two
ways to make sure the number of classes in the core
are limited.
A course can be integrated into the core if there are
not enough courses for the students to register into,
said CAA member Mary Wohlrabe last semester.
Also, if the subcommittee discovered through an
assessment that the nine traits and abilities of the core
aren ' t being covered in the current courses, new
courses could be added, Wohlrabe said. The nine h·aits
and abilities according to Eastern's catalog are: literacy, reason and ability, quantitative analysis, historical
consciousness, scientific awareness, social response,
aesthetic literature, multicultural awareness and intellectual curiosity.
"The idea is there 's some feeling on campus that the
integrated core is already too large," Bock said.
"Before we go on adding courses to the integrated
core, we want to make sure the campus community
understands what criteria will be involved."

Workers to paint Andrews Hall
By RACHEAL CARRUTHERS
Staff writer

Workers will be painting the
248 rooms in Andrews Hall during the next six to eight months.
"The student rooms, hallways,
bathrooms and common areas
will be painted." Barbara Busch,
Andrews hall counselor said
"They are painting two rooms a
day."
" It will take six to eight
months to finish , and that is if we
can keep four guys on it all the
time," Facilities , Planning and
Management Director Ted

Weidner said.
Busch said students must take
everything off walls and bulletin
boards. Students also must move
the beds to the center of the room,
she said.
" I have posters all over my
walls. I don ' t like it because I
have to take them down," Kristyn
Dwyer a sophomore undecided
major said.
" It 's really great that they ' re
painting, but it is a bit of an
inconvenience, " said Joanna
Nance, a junior Spanish education
major.
Andrews Halls hasn ' t been

painted in almost 10 years, Busch
said.
"The housing buildings are on
a rotation and Andrews was next
on the list of housing buildings to
be painted ," Weidner said.
Buildings are kept on rotation
unless re-painting is not needed,
he said.
Weidner said the workers will
be using a low odor paint that is
still cost effective and will dry
fast.
Students will not be able to
return to their rooms during the
day but they will be allowed back
in that night.

~@©Drafts
$118

Great Apartments
Now Leastng for 97--98

•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Fu rnished
•Laundry facilities

LI"N"" CC) L"N""W C) C) I=>
PI"N""ETR..EE A..PTS
(across from Carman Hall)

2219 S. 9th St. #17

LEASING IS
HAPPENING NOW!

• Walking distance to campus
• 3 bedrooms
• Furnished with dishwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Call for an appointment

345-2784
1-800-521-6355
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Rush Lambda Chi Alpha
For rides &info call
Ryan 581-6840 Jeremy 581-6580

345-6000

Royal Heights • 1509 S. Second St.
FALL 1997
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•Central Air
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking

•Swimming pool & sun deck

GREAT DEALS
AT
345-4 7 43

Amaretto
Mixers
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Workshop to focus on AIDS, HIV
By DEANA POOLE
Activities editor
Students, faculty and community members can receive HIV and
AIDS training certification this
weekend by attending a three-day
workshop.
The workshop will be held
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday at the
Arcola /Tuscola room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and on Saturday and
Sunday in Room 137 of the
McAfee Gymnasium.
Ollie Mae Ray, health studies
professor and main facilitator of
the workshop , said the people
who participate in the cet1ification
workshop will be trained to educate others about HIV and AIDS.
"(The purpose is) to train peer

educators so they can become certified about HIV and AIDS so
they can have enough information
to assist and help others and have
knowledge themselves," Ray said.
"I wanted to make sure our community and our school is aware of
everything that is happening with
HIV and AIDS."
On Friday participants will
receive instructional training and
an introduction to new facts. The
workshop will continue on
Saturday and Sunday with sessions on the history of HlV and
AIDS, new facts and ways to educate others.
Ray said participants will be
required to pass two tests and
engage in practice teaching sessions prior to certification.
The workshop will be taught by

Tricia Hopin-Price, who works at
Southern Illinois University ' s
medical school in Springfield,
along with two assistants.
The cost for the workshop is
$100, which pays for materials.
Scholarships were offered to compensate for the cost.
Currently 12 people are signed
up for the workshop and Ray said
she expects a few more participants to sign up.
The workshop is sponsored by
Health Services, Health studies,
African American studies ,
African American Heritage
Committee, Minority Affairs and
the Siddall and Ray Foundation
and is held in conjunction with
the African American Heritage
Celebration and Aids Awareness
Week.
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EvENTS

WEDNESDAY, jAN. 22
•PIZZA FROM DOMINOS!
•DARTS AND BILLIARDS

•6:30-9:00PM

Britain, China debate civil liberties
HONG KONG (AP) - With Chinese rule less
than six months away, Hong Kong is being forced to
wonder anew how much freedom it will have after
July 1.
Moves by a Chinese-appointed committee to roll
back some of Hong Kong's recently won civil liberties have jangled nerves in the British colony, plunging Britain and China into yet another round of
harsh verbal exchanges that are marring the momentous change of sovereignty.
At a deeper level, though, the clash reflects the
conflicting states of mind of the two powers as they
prepare for the final act in this end-of-empire drama.
Britain is determined to occupy the moral ground
and end the 156-year colonial chapter with honor.
China is equally detennined not to bow to the country that grabbed a piece of its territory for a colony.
Prickly attitudes were evident Tuesday when Gov.

Nu

I 005

Chris Patten denounced the " legal nonsense" of the
proposed legal changes, and Chinese spokesman
Shen Guofang retorted that China's Communist
government would not let itself be pushed around.
"We cannot accept others forcing their ways on
us," Shen said.
By now the pattern is familiar. Britain proposes a
law. China objects. Britain enacts it anyway. China
says it will annul it when it recovers Hong Kong on
July 1.
That's what happened when Patten reformed the
election system in 1994. China immediately said it
would disband whatever legislature was elected
under these rules.
Now comes the civil liberties question, which
amounts to a clash between two fundamental pieces
of legislation, each claiming supremacy over the
other.

GREEK COURT

FOR RIDES & INFO, CALL 581-6898

Edgar expected to propose overhaul
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov.
Jin1 Edgar is expected to propose a
school funding overhaul Wednesday that would cut property
taxes by $1.5 billion and to suggest
the fairest way to offset the loss is
with an income tax hike.
But Edgar also will use his State
of the State address to signal he is
prepared to negotiate and open to
suggestions as he challenges lawmakers to fmally solve the decadesold problem of school funding,
administration sources said
Tuesday.
Key to the proposal is closing the
gap in per-student spending.
Some school districts in Illinois
spend as little as $3,100 per student
each year while others spend

$14,000.
Edgar's speech comes at a political crossroads for him as he begins
his seventh year in office.
The Republican governor has yet
to decide whether he will seek reelection to a third term in 1998, run
for the U.S. Senate seat now held
by Carol Moseley-Braun, D-Ill., or
exit public life on his own tenns.
His school funding proposal will
provide either a new foundation to
run for public office again or a
chance to be remembered for overhauling the schools if he makes this
his last term.
" If we don't get done what I
want to get done, that means I
might have to stay until we get it
done," Edgar says. "So maybe it

would be, if they want to get rid of
me, that might be an incentive for
them to get something done." But
he quickly adds he 's not making
any promises either way.
During his address, Edgar also is
expected to mention his desire to
come up with a plan to deregulate
the electric industry in Illinois. In
addition, he plans to tout a new
program led by his wife, Brenda,
aimed at hooking up state expetis
with women who have health problems.
Edgar 's speech will come two
weeks after Senate President James
"Pate" Philip, R-Wood Dale, and
House Speaker Michael Madigan,
D-Chicago, also called for overhauling school funding.
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PROFESSIONAL NAILS CARE

Cross County Mall

~ednesday

700 Broadway East #20
Mattoon, Illinois 61938
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Sears• Wing (next to GNC)

(217) 234-4466

U\iarty's
fieatu'ting

Uruzin Karaoke
3QQ Pitchers Lite/Icehouse
22oz Bottles Lite, Bud Light, Bud
Also: Steak Sandwich &Fries 3~
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Full Set (Acrylic) ••.•...•.•....•.....•....•.•••.••. 27.00 &
Fill-Ins ................................................ 17.00 &
Mallicure ............................................ 12.0()
Pedicure .............................................. 20.00
Comb. Mani & Pedi. .......................... 30.00
Polish Challge --·-····························-··--- 5.00
Gel, Fiberglass, Silk ........................... 35.00 &
Air Brush Colors ................................ 15.00 &
French Manicure and White Design .. 5.00 &
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up
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We use the most advance techniques and leadi11g products
in the nail industry for the best nail results
You 'II actiUllly see and feel the difference with your very first visit.
Pro Nails offers you a friendly staff and a pleasant enviroment
Pro Nails takes pride in their work.
Walk-Ins Always Welcome

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon - Sat: 1 Oam - 9pm • Sunday: 12pm - 5pm

"()ur Reputation Is (}n }'our Hand"
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Travel

Help Wanted

Roommates

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

SPRING BREAK 97 . IT'S HEAVEN !! WAKE AND BAKE ..... In the
hottest destination-Free parties!!!
Organize group and travel free .
Lowest price guarantee. From
$99 1-800-426-7710 WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
2/28
-=-sP=cR=ci""'N:-::G:-:B::-:R::-:E=-A:-:-K-:-=-PA.,...,N:-:-A-:-:M:-:-A.,---C ITY
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPERBEACON BEACH RESORT 3
pools, 1 indoor pool, huge beachside hot tube , suites up to 10
people , tiki beach bar, home of
the worlds longest keg party. Free
info
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON .CO

MODELS NEEDED . Male or
Female models for drawing classes for Spring Semester. Come to
Art Office, Fine Arts 216, to apply.
1/30

1-2 FEMALE ROOMMATE(S)
needed to share apartment for
Fall1997. Call 581-8053
1/24

NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
5/5

HOUSES A HALF A BLOCK
EAST FROM CAMPUS . 10
month leases . Call today 3452784.
1/23
=-R-=O~O,..,.M..,..,S=--=F-=o-=R=--=R=E..,..,N=T,...,-W-:--:-::-:0M EN
ONLY Intercession , Summer
1997-98 semester. Large house
fully furnished. One block from
union . Central A/C $220/month
utilities included. Pat Novak
(630)789-3772.

FOR FALL. Close to EIU. Call
Campus Rentals 345 - 3100
between 3-9 p.m .
1/24

M
2/27
COLLEGE TOURS MAZATLAN
SPRING BREAK '97 from $404
(St. Louis Departure) Your total
package includes : Round Trip
Airfare to Mazatlan, 7 nights hotel
accommodation , round trip transfers to and from the Airport , college tours staff in Mazatlan to
assist you. Free-private cocktail
parties ..and much , much more!
For a free informational Flier Call
Free 1-800-571-5874
1/24

Help Wanted
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves . Excellent benefits +
bonuses ! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57388 .
2/14
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT- Travel Eastern Europe by
teaching basic conversational
English in Prague, Budapest, or
Krakow. Inexpensive Room &
Board + other potential benefits.
Find out how to succeed in this
field . Call (206) 971-3680 ext .
K57381 .
2/7
-=-c~R~U~IS~E~S:-:-H~IP~EM~P~LO~Y~M~EN~
Travel the world (Hawaii , Mexico,
Caribbean) & earn an excellent
income in the Cruise & Land-Tour
Industry. For details , call 1-206971-3550 ext. C57388.
2/7
A-=-=-S:-:IA---=E.,.,M"'P,.,..L-=oc:-Y::-M-:-:E=-=N-:::T=---:-Le_a_r_n_,how
students have made $25-$45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan , Taiwan , or S .
Korea . Many employers provide
room & board and/or other benefits . Call 206-971-3570 . ext .
J57383.
2/7

=-D~IR~E=c~T=--=C~A-=R~E~P=R-=o-=F-=E-=s-=s~IONALS NEEDED IN A 24-HOUR
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM , providing services to adults and children with developmental disabilities . Evening and weekend shifts
available . Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries ,
825 18th St . Charleston , I L
61920-EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22

W~E=s=T=E=R~N~S=T=-A~F~F~S=E=R~VICES

INVITES YOU TO JOIN OUR
TEAM . *Flexible Hours• *Paid
Training * *Professional and Fun
Environment*
* Room
for
Ad van cement *
* Weekly
Paychecks* *Bonus Incentives*
*Days and Evenings Available*
Accepting applications January
22 , 1997 in the walkway at the
Union from 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. If you
are professional , assertive ,
dependable and can work at least
20 hours a week then stop
by ... You have nothing to
loose ... and everything to gain !!!
For more details call 348-5250
WESTERN STAFF SERVICES
E.O.E m/t/w/h .
1/22
:::-P;::-E~R"""S-;::O-:-N'"""'A-:-L--;-;H-;::E'""'"A7
L:;:-T:-:-H- A I D
WANTED for 26 year old disabled
male in Charleston . 5 hours dailyweekends
only.
Bathing ,
Dressing , and toileting required.
$6 .00/hr. Contact Mike Jones at
345-5822 .
1/24
W~A~N~T=--=T~O~P:-:-1-=C~K-:-:U-=P-=E~XTRA

CASH BUT HAVE LIMITED
TIME? Screen Printing company
hiring reps. Flexible hours. Call 1800-568-2820.
1/28

Wanted
WANTED 100 STUDENTS .
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough . RN assisted . Free
gift. $35 fee. 1 (800) 579-1634.
1/27
A~N~Y-=o~N~E=--=s-=E~L7
L7.1N:-:-G~A~L~OFT?

Call Mike at #5866
1/23

Make Money
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
MAILING CIRCULARS. For info
call 202-298-1335
1/31
:::-EA7:::-R-;-;N-:::-E~X:;:-T~R-:-A~M-=o:-:-N~E~Y~FOR

SPRING BREAK sell Avon . Call
345-4197 or 235-1544.
2/13

Adoption
A BABY' S DREAM , A LOVING
HOME. If your dream for baby's
future is a happy, secure home
with a mother and father, warmth ,
love , attention , fun , traditional
family values, friends , pets, travel , college education , and holi days with lots of relatives, please
call toll free 1-800-881-3731 .
Legal and confidential. Medical
and legal expenses paid . Carol
and Tim .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/20

:-:N-=o.,..,W""'Lc-::E::-:A~S=IN...,.,G=-=F-=o=R~F::-:-A~LL~1997 .

Sublessors
MALE SUBLESSOR , HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS . Low Rent.
Own room . Call Larry Bridges
345-3393
1/26
M~A-:-L-=E~S~U-,-B~L=E-=s-=s~O~R=-.~H7ouse

close to campus . Low rent own
room . Call Larry Bridges 3453393 .
1/26
=-FE=-M:-:-A~LE~S~U~B~L-;::E-;::Sc::S-::0-;::R:--:N~EED-

ED . Close to campus , low rent ,
low utilities. 345-1505.
1/23
T:;:;W-:-;;::O:-;::;S~U-:::B7
L=E-=-s-=-s-:::O-:::R-::S:-::D::-e""'"lu_x_e furniture , apartment close to campus. Rent negotiable, low utilities.
348-0979.
1/31
O~N-=E~S-=-:-:U-=B~L=E-=s-=s~O~R~N~E~E=DED :

$125/month for largest bedroom
in house . Share house with 5
other male and females . Great
deal! Call Gerry at 345-4568.
1/22
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
TO SHARE 2 bdrm apt near campus $150/mo 345-9612 . Leave
message .
1/22
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER, 2 Bedroom apartment
close to campus furnished. Call
348-5665.
1/23
S~u-=B-=-L-=E=s=s:-:O~R=--:
: 1-=B-ed-:-r_o_o_m_ A pt.
Close to campus. $350/0BO Call
348-1679.
1/24

s=u:-:-M~M"'E~R~M~AY~1-=5~-A:-:-U~G=-. 7
15~0wn

bedroom w/one other roommate.
2409 S. 8th St. $200/mo. Call
Matt 345-5617
1/23

7
=-FE:::-M~A7
L=E~T-=o~S~H
A~R~E-,-,ONE

bedroom apt. Close to campus .
Water, garbage included . Cal
landlord 345-6000
2/7
s-=-u:-:-B=-Lc-cE=s""'s""'o""'Ro-c-N=E=E=D-=E=D-S""P""R=I·NG
'97 . Rent negotiable. Free trash
and parking . Call 345-2680 1125
Fourth Street apartments
1/24
s=u~Mc:cM;-;:E:-;:R:-;::;S:-:-U-:::B~LE:::-S=s:::-O=R"""S--=
: Ciean

apartment. Close to campus , A.C.
Perfect for 4-5 people. Call at
345-1449.
1/27

McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
5/5

=FU:-:-R=N:-:-I-=s.,..,H=E=D. s=p=A~C::-:-IO.,-.,..,US-=-:--:4~A·ND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997 . 6 blocks North of
Hardees. Off Street Parking available . Reasonable utilities . Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
5/5
=FU:-:-R=N~I-=s.,..,H=E=D~
. s=-=p=-=A~C~IO=u:-:-S~4~B;EDROOM , 2 BATH , 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or Fall of 1997 . 6 blocks
North of Hardees . Off street
Parking available. Reasonable
utilities. Ask about 8% rent discount. Phone 345-9531 .
5/5

-=o-:cN;;::E:-:B::-:E::-:D::-:R=-0::::-0~M:-A:-;P::-:T::-:S::-.~A'""II:-u'tili-

ties (except phone & cable)
included . Unfurnished . 11 10/2
mo. lease, off street-parking. NO
PETS! NO PARTIES! Quiet people only. One person : $385 .00
Two people : $200 per person.
345-6759.
5/5
:-L:-:-1N-:-:C::-cO=-cL-:N-:-:W~O~O~D=--=-p:-:-1N-:-::E=T=R· E E
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
patios, Balconies, air, pool , sundeck, close to campus, 24-hour
maintenance appointment. 3456000.
5/5
7
1 .-2~A-:-N:::D:-3:::-=B-=E:::D-=R:-::O:-:O:-::M~A-=Pc:-A:RTMENTS close to campus . Call
Oldetown. 345-6533 .
3/15
:-L:-:-1N:-::C:--:0:::-:L:-:N-:-:W-:-::::0-::0:-::D::--=-p:-:-1N-:-::E==TR E E
Furnished apartments , patios ,
balconies , air, pool , sundeck ,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
=-2-=B:-:::E""D"'R-=o-=o,.,..M.,..---,-A:::::PT=.-=F=:-U""R:-:-N:-:-:1S"'""H: ED
BALCONY, AIR , CLOSE TO
CAMPUS . 24-HOUR MAINTENANCE , AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 345-6000.

515

:::-s=E""IT;:-;S:-::1:-;N-::G::::E::::R::--:A-;:P:-:-A-::R:::T:-:-M;:-;:E:-:-N: T S
Now leasing for summer '97- fall
'97-'98 school year. 1 Block East
Old Main . Completely furnished.
Three month summer lease, nine
month individual lease. 345-7136.
1/24-20

=--==-=:--:::--::-::-:----:----:----:---:-2/3
3 BEDROOM apartments. 4 bedroom houses . Good location .
345-6621 . Leave a message.
1/30
7
V:--:A-:-:-:-1L--:A~B::-:-L-::E::---::F::-:0::-:R=---9:::-:7=--9 8: 2
A
Bedroom , 1.5 bath furnished
apartments on 12 month leases.
2-4 persons . 1017 Woodlawn.
Trash paid/free laundry. No pets.
Call for appointment 348-7746.
5/5

A-=-=-PA~R=-=T=M~E=N~T=s=--=Fo-=-=R--:2~-3~G.IRLS

2-6 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR
LEASE FOR 97-98 SCHOOL
YEAR. Call 346-3583.
1/29
~O~N-=E:-:B::-:E=D=R~O~O~M~FU~R=-:-:N~IS.HED

APT. Close to campus, all utilities
included . $250/month Spring '97
581-5451
1/23
=-FA::--:L-:-L~-5=-.4-:-.-=-3, 2 -=B:-::E:-::D:::R:-:::0:-::0:-:-M-:--:-:-:cHOUSES , 2-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Close to campus . 3485032 .
2/5
7

=F:-:-U~R~N~IS::-:H-:-E~D=--~3:---:B~E~D=-R~OOM

HOUSE for five girls on Second
Street. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 345-5048
1/22

~R=E=F~R~IG~E~R~A~T~O~R--~P~R==ICES

:::-3c:::&-4~B=E:::-D~R"""0~07
M::-H~O~U-=-s=Es~AND

SLASHED! University Union
Refrig . Rental special. Spring
semester for $20/ You pick up .
call 3616.
1/23
-:::G7.1R=-L""S::::-_-::0::-:N""E=---:A""'N~D:;-:;T""W::-:-0;:::---;:;B EDROOM NICELY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS . Trash and water
paid . 10 month lease. 345-5048 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
for rent 10 & 12 month leases. No
pets, trash furnished 345-4602 .
1/31
~N~IC::-:E::--;::C7
L=E-:-A:-;N:-1::---=-2-c:::3~B=E~D=R=ooM

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. 12
month lease May '97 - May '98.
Trash , washer, and parking
included. Call 348-0819 . Leave
message.
1/28

clips
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will be having all you can eat pancake night
thursday in Thomas Hall from 10p.m. till12a.m.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Informational meeting for co-ed service fraternity tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Sullivan Room-MLK Union. Come find
out about Eastern's only coed service fraternity.
PSI CHI meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the lounge. Welcome back.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Site leader training tonight at 6
p.m. in the Newman Lounge . All alternative spring break site leaders
please attend.
DELTA SIGMA PI Fun with the chapter tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Effingham Room-MLK Union . Come have some fun .
PHI GAMMA NU Rush tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 017. Meet
the chapter! Professional Dress Requested .
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Physical Science 415. Important first meeting of the semester. All
chemistry or science majors welcome.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND ALLIES UNION weekly meeting
tonight at 8 p.m . in the Greenup Room-MLK Union . We will watch
some sitcom highlights.
LUTHERAN FELLOWSHIP Bible Study tonight at 8 p.m . at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church-across from Tarble Arts Center.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA business meeting and rush today at 5:30
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the MLK Union. Everyone is
invited to attend!
THE AGENCY will hold an informational at 7 p.m. in the lobby across
from the Grand Ballroom (Alumni Lounge) in the MLK Union. All PR
minors are encouraged to attend!

L--:A:-::R::-:G:::-:E=--:-1~B::-:E::-:D:::-:R=-o=o-:-:M:--:APART-

For Rent
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2
BEDROOM HOUSE no pets .
345-9751
1/24
:-LA-:-R=G-=E~2=--=B~E~D~R=-o=o-=-M=-=T-=-o WNHOUSE FOR 2 , 3 , OR 4 PEOPLE . Furnished . Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

MENT FURNISHED . Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363 . Apartment available.
5/5
A~V.:-:-A:-;I~LA-:-;:;cB:-:LE~F=o:-:::R~97=-=98::::-:71_a_n.d 2
Bedroom , furnished and unfurnished apartments on 1/12 month
leases . 1-2 persons . 94 7 4th
Street. Water/Trash paid . No
pets. Call for appointment 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published . No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be edited for
available space.

The Daily Eastern News
30 Jack of clubs, in
cards
t Brighton pub
33 Geographical
6 Retreat
datum
10 Pull an
35 Early baby word
all-nighter
360newho·s
14 Mitchell family
practical and
name
tidy. they say
15 One. to Wilhelm
38Switches
16 Procter &
receivers?
Gamble soap
17 Like an inner
42 Tin can 's target
tube.
43 60's singer Little
geometrically
18 Catch
44 Memorable
19 Kind of rock
New York Met
20 Lo-o -o-ong
Tommie
efforts from a
45 Prospector's
QB?
need
231t must be
46 Pompous
followed
pronoun
24 Hot times on the
so Minerva.
Riviera
symbolically
25 It runs up trees
51 Coin catalogue
28 Computer
rating
adjunct

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: --------------------------------------Address: ____________________________
Under Classification of: -----------------------------Expiration code (office use only)----------------------Person accepting ad ______________.Compositor ______
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ ______

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run

---------------

Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

52 Swamp thing
54 Navy's
anti -Army
strategy?
60 Betting sum
61 Suffix with
switch
62 More foxy
63 Teen Beat cover
subject
641vy League
power
65 Floor worker
66 Address with
ZIP code 10001:
Abbr.
67 Elder or alder
68 Pimlico garb

DOWN
1 Sen . Trent
2Cryof
excitement

3 N.F.L.

co-founder Joe
4 Constellation
near Perseus
s Prepare to tie
shoes
6 Envoy 's
assignment
7 Open to
breezes
8 Peeved
9 Payback
10 Teacher 's
-"'-t.,..,..=1
charge
11 Word with arms
or foot
~-7-1-:':-1~-:-112 Hertz rival
.=.-~-~:::+.:':T:::113 Daft
-=+~:+.::+.::;121 Gloomy tune
...:.I~~~....;..J22 Do one's duty
25 Became alert

2&1sland NE of
Maracaibo
27 He was called
"EI Lider"
29Bumps
30 Polite Italian
word
31 Discredited Veep
32 Fashion figure

41 Man' s man
47 Broken , as
promises
48 Parent
49 Luaus
51 Bad move
53 CCCXXVI
doubled

54 Goodwine
quality
55 Screwball
5 6 - - of the above
57 Hunter's take
sa Onion's kin
59 Misreckons
60 Hem holder

34 Alicia of "Falcon - - - - - - - - - - - - - Crest"'
37 Tax-deferred
plan , for short
39 Uncomplaining
40 Burnt, or
practically so
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Dennis
Rodman called Tuesday to say he's
sorry.
The Chicago Bulls star apologized to Target Center cameraman
Eugene Amos after agreeing to a
$200,000 out-of-comt settlement
that also assured that Rodman
would not face criminal prosecution.
"Both men are going to be going
on with their lives ," said
Minneapolis lawyer Andrew
Luger, who represented Rodman.
"They had a cordial conversation

that I think allows both of them to
move forward without any ill will
at all. " Amos has "gone away for
two or three weeks," according to
a man who answered Amos ' phone
Tuesday but did not identifY himself.
In a news release from Luger's
office, Amos said he was "grateful
for the professional, expeditious
and courteous treatment [ have
received from Mr. Rodman. "
Amos ' lawyer, Gale Pearson, did
not retum repeated messages left at
her office.

Although Luger confirmed a settlement had been reached, he
refused to discuss financial te1ms.
A source who asked not to be identified told The Associated Press on
Monday the settlement was for
$200,000.
That brings the total cost of
Rodman's kick to nearly $1.5 million. The NBA suspended Rodman
without pay for at least 11 games
and fined him $25,000. The suspension is the second-longest in
NBA history and will cost Rodman
more than $1.1 million in pay.

Bears name assistant coach
LAKE FOREST (AP) - Matt Cavanaugh, the
quarterbacks coach of the San Francisco 49ers last
season, was named offensive coordinator of the
Chicago Bears on Tuesday.
Cavanaugh replaces Ron Turner, who left to
become head coach at the University of Illinois.
Cavanaugh was an assistant coach with the
Arizona Cardinals for two seasons before joining
the 49ers. The 14-year NFL veteran quarterback
began his coaching career at Pitt, his alma mater,
supervising the Panthers ' tight ends in 1993.

Cavanaugh, 40, was a second-round selection
of the New England Patriots in the 1978 draft. He
played with the Pats, the 49ers, the Eagles and the
Giants and earned Super Bowl rings as a backup
with San Francisco and New York.
Cavanaugh started 19 games in his career, completed 53 percent of his passes for 4,332 yards
with 28 touchdown passes and 30 interceptions.
Cavanaugh was the MVP of the 1976 Sugar
Bowl that clinched a national championship for
Pitt.

Mattingly set to formally retire
NEW YORK (AP) - Don
Mattingly, the greatest New York
Yankees player never to reach the
World Series, will never get that
chance.
Mattingly, who sat out last season when New York won the
championship, is set to formally

announce his retirement Wednesday at Yankee Stadium. A news
conference has been called for 3
p.m. EST.
A six-time All-Star and a ninetime Gold Glove first baseman,
Mattingly hit .307 in a 14-season
career. He was the AL MVP in

1985, later became only the 1Oth
player to be named captain of the
Yankees and earned the nickname
"Donnie Baseball" as a fan favorite
in New York.
Mattingly became a free agent
after the 1995 season, saying he did
not intend to play in 1996.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Brett Favre's ban on drinking alcohol has
been lifted by the NFL. That doesn 't mean he ' ll be tearing up
Bourbon Street before the Super Bowl, his agent said Tuesday.
"It's not like Brett's jumping stumps to go out drinking," James
"Bus" Cook said fi·om his office in Hattiesburg, Miss.
"He's not there to go out pa1tying. He's there to win the Super
Bowl. " Cook said Favre, the Green Bay Packers' two-time MVP
quarterback, informed hin1 late last week that the league upheld his
appeal to change his status in its substance-abuse program. He will no
longer face random testing for alcohol use.
The NFL wouldn't comment due to the confidentiality of its substance abuse policy. But the league was upset that Favre's agent spoke
publicly about the matter.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said commissioner Paul Tagliabue
infmmed Favre and the Packers several weeks ago that a fmal repmt
on the quarterback's appeal would be delivered after Green Bay's season is over.

Teams living large
in The Big Easy
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Young women giggle and call their names
as they pass through the hotel lobby. Fans press drinks into their hands
as they explore Bourbon Street. Jazz joints jump, strip clubs sparkle.
Life's a party in New Orleans and the Green Bay Packers and New
England Patriots are the guests of honor.
"It's a wild place and a lot of people are ready to pruty with you if
they can," Packers guard Lindsay Knapp said. "What we need to do is
remember the reason we're here, and it's not to have fun in the French
Quarter. " True. But there is so much to obscure that sense of purpose.
Away from the practice field, the world is waiting and fun is the first
order of business.

advertising
For Sale

Personals

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

WOMEN 'S HARLEY-DAVIDSON
LEATHER JACKET. Worn twice .
$150 . Call 348-8781.
1/24
:-;W-:-::0:-:R::-:D=--P=-R=o-=c-=E-=s-=s-=o:-::R:--:-::WI T H
MONITOR $125 OBO Call Chris
348-1783 .
1/22
:-::IC:-::E=:-H-:-::O::-:-U-:-:S:-::E::-A-:-:N'""D=--=R-=Ec=D-:D::-:0=-cG=-neon
signs $150 .00 each . Bud Dry
$75 .00 581-6514
1/24

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
TRI-SIGS FOR WINNING THE
FIRST ANNUAL TKE OPERATION ROUND-UP food and clothing drive for the needy people of
Charleston . Thanks to all who
participated.
1/22
T=RA=-=-C=ci:-C=cL:-:I-:::FF=-O=cR=-D=--=O::-:F::-7A-:::SA.,-congrats on getting engaged to
MICHAEL BOKSA. Your sisters
are very happy for you!
1/22

COLLEGE FINANCIAL AIDStudent Financial Services has
information on 3,400+ public &
private sector funding sources. A
MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING
FINANCIAL AID ! For information:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F57388.
2/7
7
A""T=r=E=N:-:-:T=I-=07N~A-:-:-:LL:--::Rc:::S-=o'""·S:::---A
:1 DS
awareness week is Jan . 27-31.
Would your organization or someone in it like to present or be presented to . Contact Holly Cofer.
581-7015
1/24

JAZZ-BALLET new beginning
classes Jacqueline Bennett
Dance Center 345-7182
1/27
-=c-=-H:-::R:--:O:-:N7 1:-::C:--:-::IT=-::C::-:H-:--a-:-t-::T:-::E:-::D::-:c,S on
Saturday, January 25 at 9 p.m.
1/24
=F=R-=E-=E-=T=---=s..,H"'IR=T=-+-=$-:-1-=-o0""'0::---:::C red it
Card fundraisers for fraternities ,
sororities and groups. Any campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5 .00/VISA application . Call 1800-932-0528 ext. 65 Qualified
callers receive Free T-Shirt.
1/22
,;:-;F::-:-U-:-:N::--:W'""I""T,.,..H=-=T,...,H=E-,C"'"H,...,.A-:-;:::-:;PT E R"
DELTA SIGMA PI-tonight 7:00
p.m. Effingham Room-Union .
_________________ 1/22

RUSH DELTA CHI-RUSH DELTA
CHI-RUSH DELTA CHI. Featuring
all you can eat Dominoes from 69 tonight . For rides & info call
581-6790, 581-6710 or 581-5186.
1/22
J A:-N~U-=-A-=R:-:-Y~B L A.,-,H"'
' S:::-:?"""
. -:-N;-;0::-::.T AT
JUST SPENCE'S. 1148 6th St.
We're having a great sale! Open
Tuesday to Saturday 1:30-5. We
also buy. 345-1469.
1/23
J"'"'O::-:I-:-:N:-A=-:L-;:P,-H:-:A-,P""H--;;1-:0""'M,.-;-;:::-EG:::::-A-:-: COED SERVICE FRATERNITY
INFORMATIONAL 1/22 at 7:3 0
p.m. in the Sullivan Room . 1/28 at
7:30 p.m. in Sullivan Room . Call
Maria 348-8965 or Erin 581-5236.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

REFRIGERATOR
PRICES
SLASHED! University Union
Refrig. Rental special. Spring
Semester for $20. You pick up.
Call 3616.
1/23
7
A
:-:N:-:Y-::O-:-N:-::E:---ci:-:-N:-::T:-::E:-::R:-::E::-;S:-::T:-::E=D IN
CORN MEAL CALL FRANK
WEBER 345-9523.
:::::-:-:-=----:-----:-:----:----:-1/22
ESA! Business meeting tonight at
5:30
p.m .
in
the
Charleston/Mattoon room in the
MLK Union . Come join a service
sorority !
1/22
7
A
:-:NY'""O::::-::-:-N=E-=IN'""T""E=-=R""'E=-::S::-:;T:-::E:-::D,....,.,..,-1
N MR.
ED PHOTO SESSIONS PLEASE
CALL DAN CROWLEY 345-9523.
- - - - - - - - 1/22

=Fo==R-:S:-:A7
L~E~O::-:R=-c=R-=E-:-:N=T-=c::-:-u=sTOM

MADE LOFTS . WE INSTALL !!
342-3654
1/24

~M~IL~L-=E=-=R~N~E=-O~N~L-:-:IG::-:H~T=-$50

O.B.O. 349-8994 After 5 p.m.
1/22
:::::S~E-:-:1z=-=E=-=D=----c::::-A-=-=R-=s--fro m
$175.Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs , Corvettes . Also Jeeps ,
4WDs. Your Area . Toll Free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
1/22

Lost &Found
LOST:A GOLD NECKLACE WITH
A #1 TEACHER AND A GOLD
APPLE ON IT. High sentimental
value . If found please call 5816780
1/22
::-:N-::E""C""K:-:-L-:A-::C:-::E:--=F-:::0-,U:-:-N:-::D:-:-in--,-La ntz .
Call 6035 to claim
1/23
~LO::::-C~KE~T~W~IT=H~P:-:-IC~T~U7.R=-:E~OF2

SMALL CHILDREN found outside
Science Building Dec 12. Identify
in PSY dept. room 119 581-2127.
1/24

Personals
PHI SIGMA SIGMA SPRING
RUSH '97 . For questions and
information call Lesley at 6714
1/27
:::::c-=0 N:-::G:-:R:-A::-::T:-:-U L~A-=T:-:-IO~N-:::S- TO
SWEET LOU OF SIGMA NU for
winning commander solute!
1/22
: -:N-:-:-K::-:-I-::B:-:-U-;-;:R:-:-K:-::E:-:::-0-:::F-:A:-:-L-:::P::-H:-:A-:S=I
1
GMA
TAU :Congratulations on getting
lavaliered to our very own sweetheart AARON ANDERSON OF
SIGMA Pl.
1/22
-;;JE""N:-:-::1,-::-:M:-G=o-:-:-1N-:-::G:;-:;:T-:::0-:M:-::-::IS=s YOU !
LOVE, MICHELLE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22
7

77

G==R-=EA-:-:J~JO::::-B=--=T~O:-A-:-:L-:L-:N~E~W~ASA

RUBY
MEMBERS
THAT
RECEIVED JR . EXEC POSITIONS. Liz and I are very proud
of our pearl class! Alpha Love ,
Tammany.
1/22

;-;y-=o~G~A~/-=S~T~Rc::::E~T~C:-:-H~---=c~LASS

Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-7182.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/27

c=o~N-=G:-::R~A~T:-::S:--:T~o=--s~HA~NNON

REACY OF DELTA ZETA AND
TOM BONINE OF LAMBDA CHI
on getting lavaliered . I' m so
happy for both of you . Love, Kara.
1/22
;-;H-:-A-:::P-:::P:-:Y-:2::-:1-s:-t-:: B-;-:R::-::T=:-H-:-::D~A'""Y7'-::-::M
1
ILLY
B. Love, Vic and Kim
1/22
::::-S;-;1G""'M:-:-:-A--;-;K-:-A-:::Pc::::P:-:-A--;::E:-:cX-=E::-;C::-:-U-;-:;T IV E
BOARD-Thanks for all your hard
work! It's been a fun year! I love
you guys ! Love, Lisa
1/22
c=o~N-=G:-::R~A~T:-;-U77L-=A-=T"'IO;;cN;-;-::::-S-,O=WE N
BURRITT ON BECOMING
PRESIDENT OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI. We are proud of you. Robey
and Krissy.
1/22

7

77

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

~D~IA N~E~S~C~H~M~E~Lz=E=L~O~F~A~LPHA

7

SIGMA TAU : Congrats on receiving the Omega Scholarship. Your
sisters are proud of you!
1/22
AA-:-:--=-Ro=N-:--:A,...,..,.ND=-=E=Rs=-=o,..,..,.N-=o=-Fs=IGMA
PI : You ' re a great sweetheart!
Hope your semester has started
off good ! Love the Taus.
1/22
W:-:-:-=E:-:-L-:C:--:0::-:M-=-=E---=B-=A-=C:-:-K::---:A:-:L-:P:-:-H AS .
Hope you all had a great break
and are looking forward to an
intoxicating semester. Love Jeff.
1/22
T=O::::--:T=:-H-:-:E::-:-M::-::E:-:-N-:-:::O:::F,.-,D=-=E:-::LT=-:A:-C H 1Good luck with Spring Rush . No
doubt it will be successful! Love,
Jen .
1/22
c=o-:-N:-::G:-::R~A~T=:-U:-:-L-:A-=T"'IO""'N:-:-=S---::-B.R I DGETTE OF ALPHA PHI AND JIM
OF SIGMA PI on getting lavaliered!! Love your kidde.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/22

I WISH I COULP

BE LIKE THAT
'ITTt.E ROUNE>·
HEAPEr> KIP IN
THAT OTHER STRIP, ~~'l-.

Gambling ringleader nabbed
New Yorker arraigned
in Boston College
gambling connection
NEWTON, Mass. (AP) - James Potter of New
York was aiTaigned Tuesday on charges he ran a
sports gambling ring using Boston College student
bookmakers.
Potter, 33, pleaded innocent to charges of organizing and promoting gambling services, using a
telephone for gaming purposes and conspiracy to
organize and promote gambling services, prosecutors said.
Newton district court judge Conrad Bletzer
ordered him held on $20,000 cash bail.
Kurt Schwartz, a prosecutor with the Middlesex
County District Attorney 's office, said Potter and
his organization have been present on the Boston
College campus since at least 1994.
"This was just a piece of a much bigger operation that he was running in New York," Schwartz
said.
Prosecutors said Potter had links to organized

crime and employed student bookmakers to take
bets from and make payouts on the Boston College
campus. Potter's associates allegedly would visit
the campus to collect money and meet with student
bookies.
Prosecutors said at least one student bookmaker
who owed money to Potter's organization was beaten and at least one other was threatened.
Defense attorney Thomas Hoopes, however, said
investigators have exaggerated certain aspects of
the case, particularly the alleged ties to organized
crime.
Three other men face additional gambling
charges.
Investigators have identified eight Boston
College seniors who allegedly worked as bookmakers on campus. The university has suspended them
and has begun disciplinary action against at least 20
other students suspected of making illegal bets on
sporting events.
Gambling charges ftrst surfaced in late October
before the football team 's home game against Notre
Dame.
Thirteen football players initially were suspended for violating NCAA rules against gambling. No
evidence of point-shaving was found.

Miami's college hoop team
affected by weekend arson
MIAMI (AP) - Police are
investigating ftve suspicious ftres
on the Miami campus since the
weekend, including a blaze at the
school 's basketball offices that
caused $100,000 in damage.
The ftre hit as the men's team,
with an 11-5 record, is off to its
best start in 30 years and sits atop
the Big East 7 division for the ftrst
time since the university joined
the conference in 1991 . The next
game is Wednesday against
Connecticut.
"You hope that it wasn' t arson,
but if it was, we want to make
sure we don 't let it distract us,"
coach Leonard Hamilton said.
"We have unifmms, equipment

and players and that's all we need.
We definitely lost a lot of valuable
infonnation, but we can't use that
as an excuse. "
Smaller ftres apparently set in
garbage dumps, a tent used for an
outdoor arts festival and in an
open fteld may not be related to
the Monday morning blaze at the
Hecht Athletic Center, Coral
Gables police Sgt. Mitch Fry said
Tuesday. He said the athletic ftre
was being investigated as arson.
Police found a broken window
that could have been used by the
arsonist.
"We ' re really not sure if the
other fires have anything in common with this one (at Hecht)," Fry
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>1420 6th St. Apts.
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said. "We haven ' t ruled it out."
The basketball teams had to move
their practice the day after the frre
at the athletic center. And they
planned to use football meeting
rooms for basketball operations
until their own offices can be
repaired , said Bob Burda, the
school's sports information director.
The frre damaged the basketball
office where about eight coaches,
managers and employees work,
smoke damage extended to a
lobby and hallway, and water
dripped downstairs. Soot entered
the building ventilation system
and spread the smoke smell
throughout.

Holmgren wins coaching award
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Mike Holmgren knows
that one trip to the Super Bowl, even if the Green
Bay Packers win, doesn 't put him in the same class
as Vince Lombardi.
Holmgren, who coached the Packers to their ftrst
Super Bowl appearance in 29 years and tied a franchise record with 13 regular-season victories, was
selected by fans as the Visa NFL Coach of the Year.
"I ' ve been a head coach in the NFL for five
years, and I still have a long way to go to be mentioned in the same breath as Vince Lombardi ,"
Holmgren said Tuesday after he was presented with
the award.
Green Bay won five NFL titles in the 1960s with
Lombardi as coach, and the Super Bowl championship trophy is named for him.

H~mgreng~12)80ofthe68~76vo~sca~by

fans on internet web sites from October to early this
month. The award was instituted last year, when it
was won by Philadelphia's Ray Rhodes.
"There are a lot of fme coaches in the NFL who
did great coaching jobs this year," Holmgren said.
"Winning this award is an indication of how fans
around the country feel about our team ." Dom
Capers of Carolina, the NFC West champions, was
second with 10,676 votes, and Mike Shanahan of
Denver, which led the AFC with 13 victories, was
third with 10,212.
The Packers finished 13-3 in the regular season
and easily defeated San Francisco and Carolina in
the playoffs to reach Sunday's Super Bowl. The
team ranked first in the NFL in average yards
gained and allowed per game, scored the most
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Women's basketball team making progress
Two road wins
put team over
the .500 mark
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Last year, the Panther women
basketball team got to the .500
mark, but only once did the team
get over the mark.
Seven games into the Ohio
Valley Conference schedule the
Panthers are 4-3 in the conference
and 8-6 overall. What brought
them over the .500 mark was road

LUEKEN

victories
over
Middle Tennessee
State University
(69-59) and Tennessee Tech University (68-66).
And the team
played well on the
John Klein road.
"They pushed
the ball well and that Barbora
Garbova is the real deal," Middle
Tennessee head coach Lewis Bivens said. "They shot the ball well
from the perimeter and came in on
a good high after they beat Tech."
Lady Panther head coach John
Klein said going over .500 means
a lot to the team.
"Something we shoot for is to

ROBINSON
cleaning the glass, as he has pulled
down 82 rebounds on the season 30 offensive boards - en route to
being the team 's top rebounder.
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels acknowledged his forward's playing ability.
"Conya is a warrior," Samuels
said in a post-game radio interview
after Monday night ' s game at
Middle Tennessee. " He is real
aggressive and is probably playing

MERDA
"It's something you have to look at and hopefully
increase funding and make it so there is an increase in the
(athletic budgets) as a whole," he said. "You have to look
at continuing to make improvements and not make
changes to just to make changes. Changes have to be
made to make it better."
While Lueken realizes changes will not come easy, he is
confident he can move Eastern's athletic program in the
right direction.
"It would be a challenging job but it's doable," he said.
"I think I could bring a kind of young and enthusiastic
feeling back to the program. I want it to be a family type
of Eastern in both the athletic department and at the
games. I want people to be able to come out and enjoy the
games."
While at Eastern, he worked as the director of athletic
development and as assistant athletic director from 19901994. He was also the Panther golf coach from 1985 to
1994 while he served in the assistant athletic director slot,
the athletics promotions director position and administrative assistant for athletics.

mark is the expetience of the players having been through several
years and knowing what it takes
to become a winning team," Klein
said.
Probst believes what happened
last year will not happen this year.
"We really looked good these
past two games," she said. "With
the execution we displayed we
played like a winning team."
Klein knows what his team has
to do to stay above the .500 mark.
"We just have to do the stuff we
work on day in and day out," he
said. " We have to consistently
execute the ptinciples we work on
in practice every day. I'm starting
to see that and our players are getting really excited."

frompagel2

Rodman also used many words that parents would not want
their young Bulls fans to hear. As a result, all Rodman interviews
on SportsChannel will be taped and played later, so they can bleep
out all the naughty words.
Since coming to the Bulls last season Rodman has been adored
by the Chicago fans. The big question is why?
Because he gives away his jersey to little kids at home games?
Because he has crazy hair and lots of tattoos? Because he is a
rebel?
The three things previously mentioned do play a role in why
Bulls fans like Rodman so much. But more importantly, they like
Rodman because he helped win a championship last year, the
Bulls' fourth in six years.
Fans seem to forget about the three championships the Bulls
won prior to Rodman's arrival.
Rodman has a minimum of eight games left on his suspension Bulls games without Rodman kicking a cameraman, headbutting
an official or swearing in a live post game interview.
At least those are games we don't have to worry about covering
the children's eyes or ears.

from page 12
as good as anyone on the team tight
now."
Nevertheless, Robinson mentions there is plenty of room for
improvement.
" We need to work on listening
better," Robinson said. "If we had
slowed it down when we had the
!!-point lead in the Middle
Tennessee game, we would have
taken them right out of the ball
game."
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Tech.
" What put us over the .500
mark was the two big road wins,"
she said.
The Lady Panthers did go over
the .500 mark once last year in the
Mid-Continent Conference. A 7773 overtime victory against
Youngstown State brought the
Lady Panthers record to 3-2 in the
conference.
A 54-40 loss to Northeastern
lllinois University brought the
team record to below .500 at 3-4,
and the team never got back over
the .500 mark.
But that was last year, and the
players have one more year of
experience than they did last year.
"What brought us over the .500

frompagel2

in increasing resources at the school and scholarship fimding."
As for the road Lueken has taken to improve Slippety
Rock from a fmancial standpoint, Maihalik said there are
several.
"It hasn't been just one effort," Maihalik said. "He has
gotten alumni support, and summer camps have been a big
part of it. He has also gotten various companies in the area
involved with Slippery Rock. TI1is has increased revenue."
Besides ensuring that the Panther athletic programs are
adequately funded, gender equity is another key issue in
college athletics that must be focused on.
"Gender equity is an issue all through college athletics,"
Lueken said. "We ' ve made a lot of improvements at
Slippery Rock in regards to gender equity."
Lueken points out that the gender equity issue is somewhat different at Eastern.
"Here the situation is different because the Office of
Civil Rights is involved, and adding sports does cost
money," Lueken said. "You have to be wise in the sports
you add.

M®t~@llrf)®

become a winning team , and
when you get to the point where
you' re winning more than you're
losing it brings your confidence
up," he said.
The Lady Panthers started the
OVC season with two losses, one
each to Austin Peay and Tennessee State. They followed up
those losses with home victories
over Murray State and Morehead
State.
The two-game winning streak
was snapped when front runner
Eastern Kentucky beat them at
home.
But senior forward Sarah
Probst said the most important
victories were the wins over
Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
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Service Be ins Tommorow! !

With almost a month of Ohio
Valley Conference action out of the
way, though, Robinson, like his
tean1mates, is starting to get an idea
of the OVC's style of play.
"A lot of these teams are one-onone types of teams; they don 't play
a lot of defense," Robinson said.
"The teams (in the conference)
basically play playground basketball."
The approach of February also

means the conference race begins
to become more intense, meaning
the tean1s must stay focused.
"We just have to take one game
at a time and prepare a little bit better for our opponents," Robinson
said. "There is a good chance we
could host a tournament game if we
just continue to play as a team and
play smart when we have the lead."
A conference title in just their
first season in the OVC is also

starting to become a possibility for
the Panthers - a possibility Robinson would love to see become a
reality.
"We have a real good shot at
winning the conference championship and I want to be able to do
that while I ' m here ," Robinson
said. "During my two years here I
don't want people to say 'they were
a good team but they never won a
title;' I want to win."
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orts
Ex-Panther coach wants AD slot
Lueken eager
to come back
to Eastern

CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

Like it or not,
Rodman should
be a role model
Most sports fans remember
years ago when Charles Barkley
made his "I am not a role model"
statement that will live in infamy.
Many athletes forget that no
matter how much they do not
want to be a role model for
today's youth , they are. Dennis
Rodman should remember this the
next time he assaults a cameraman
doing his job.
Rodman ' s antics in the game
last Wednesday night against the
Minnesota Timberwolves are
nothing short of ridiculous. How
dare a cameraman sit under the
basket and do his job.
Rodman allegedly kicked cameraman Eugene Amos in the genitals and it cost Rodman an 11
game suspension, over $1 million
in lost salary, and a $25,000 fme
by the NBA. Rodman also settled
the dispute with Amos for
$200,000.
The argument has been made
that Amos was being a bit dramatic when he needed to be taken
away on a stretcher, and that
Amos was not kicked in the genitals but in the leg.
The leg or inner thigh would
have probably only been worth
$100,000 or so as opposed to the
$200,000 for where Amos alleges
he was kicked.
NBA commissioner David
Stern has said Rodman must meet
with a league-appointed counselor
before he can return , and that
counselor will determine if
Rodman is fit to return. If he isn 't,
the suspension will continue until
Rodman proves he will no longer
put people at risk on the court.
For some reason, Rodman is
receiving much support.
In Monday ' s edition of USA
Today many players voiced their
opinion. Knicks forward Buck
Williams labeled the penalty as
"excessive" and Heat guard Tim
Hardaway said Rodman didn ' t
deserve an 11 game suspension.
Rodman has sometimes earned
questionable calls and technical
fouls against him in the past, but
now he has proven he truly does
deserve to be treated like a child.
This now makes suspension
No. 10 in an 11-year career for
Rodman. The 11-game suspension
earns Rodman a spot in the record
books. It is the second longest
suspension in league history, second to the Lakers ' Kermit
Washington, when he received a
26-game suspension in 1977 after
punching Houston ' s Rudy
Tomjanovich.
After the game in an interview
with SportsChannel , Rodman
went off on one of his tirades saying how Amos was putting on an
act and made it appear to be a bigger deal than it was.
See MERDApage 11

By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor

SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor
Paul Lueken, a candidate for the vacant athletic director post, explains
why he should fill the vacancy Tuesday night in the 1895 room.

Athletic director finalist Paul
Lueken is no stranger to Eastern.
The current athletic director at
Slippery Rock (Penn.) University
used to work in the Panther athletic
department and even applied for the
athletic director job when it was
open in 1994.
This familiarity with Eastern is
prut of the reason he applied for the
position this time ru·ound.
" I think the fact that it ' s a
Division I program and that I'm
familiar with it is why I applied for
the job," Lueken said. "Also the
fact that they (Eastern) moved into
the Ohio Valley Conference and
they have proved to be competitive
in it is a reason."
Lueken is the first of four fmalists to visit Eastern and his stay will
conclude today with several meetings, which includes a meeting with
the Student Athletes Advisory
Board and student athletes.
So with Lueken wanting Eastern
to remain at the Division I level, the
task at hand is working to keep it
there. This task begins with focusing on the strengths of Panther athletics.

" We need to build on the
strengths of the program, and I
want to see it be successful,"
Lueken said.
Part of being successful, though,
begins with the area of funding college athletics at Eastern. Lueken's
plans for improving funding include getting the alumni involved.
"We have to be able to reach out
to the alumni and tell them your
story," Lueken said. "This is done
by telling them the positive things
about the program."
Lueken also mentioned the
importance
of
corporate
sponsorship in order to improve the
financial situation at Eastern.
"I think corporate sponsor programs are beneficial, because I
thought that they were successful
when I left Eastern," Lueken said.
"To do this, the programs have to
be tailor-made to fit the corporate
sponsors program.
"We need to be able to identifY a
price on different aspects when
meeting with those sponsors. You
have to have a base and go from
there."
George Maihalik, the head football coach at Slippery Rock, mentions that Lueken's personality is a
strength that has benefited Slippery
Rock - particularly in the area of
funding.
"Well, he's definitely a people
person," Maihalik said. " He 's a
great individual to work for and
with. He's very suppmtive of the
school, and he has done a great job
See LUEKEN page 11

Voicing his opinion on the court
Vocal Robinson
adjusting to role
on hoops squad
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
When junior forward Conya
Robinson fouled out of Saturday
night's road game against
Tennessee Tech, it hardly kept
Robinson from playing a role in the
game.
The transfer fi"om Mott (Mich.)
Community College continued to
shout words of encouragement
from the Panther bench , as
Eastem's basketball team strolled to
a 77-66 victory - a game that gave
Eastern its fifth straight win and
kept the Panthers in a tie for first
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
In that game Robinson failed to
score in his 21 minutes of action.
However, he did chip in 13 points
in Monday night's 83-72 loss to
Middle Tennessee.
Being vocal on the court, though,
is nothing new to Robinson - a
player who has worked his way
into the Panthers' starting lineup since he has been talkative on the
court since his prep playing days at
Detroit's Finney High School.
"In high school my coach told
me I had to be vocal because we
had good players who always went
for their points but, I was always
the one talking to get the guys up
for the game ," Robinson said.
"That (being a vocal leader) can-ied

over ever since because I was a
captain in my first season at junior
college."
During his junior college career,
winning was somewhat routine
since Robinson helped guide Mott
to a 27-4 mark and a second
straight Michigan Junior College
Championship. Robinson also
racked up all-region and all-conference honors dming his second season atMott.

Gonya is a warrior.
He is real aggressive
and is probably playing
'as
'good as anybody on the
team right now."
- Rick Samuels
Head basketball coach
Cru·eer-wise, Robinson wrapped
up at junior college averaging 13.4
points per game while shooting 60
percent from the floor while being
one of three players to sign with a
Division I program.
And adjusting to life at the
Division I level has been somewhat
of a difficult task since the players
are a lot stronger compared to players at the junior college level.
" Really it ' s just that at the
Division I level, the guys play a lot
smarter ru1d a lot harder," Robinson
said.
Still, the in1provement in talent
has not kept the Detroit native from
making his mru·k on the Panther stat
sheet.
Robinson is cun-ently averaging
25 minutes per ball game and is
averaging 5.9 points per outing.
Robinson has also been efficient in
See ROBINSON page 11

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
As evident above, Eastern junior forward Conya Robinson has been a
vocal part of his team since transferring from Mott (Mich.) Community
College.

